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The ProgramThe Program
We shall investigate the feasibility of extracting PDF We shall investigate the feasibility of extracting PDF 
information from leptonic DIS with a proton targetinformation from leptonic DIS with a proton target
This will be done through systematic comparison of This will be done through systematic comparison of 
PDF effects with several effects associated with subPDF effects with several effects associated with sub--
leading Qleading Q22 corrections (including the ratio of corrections (including the ratio of 
longitudinal to transverse crosslongitudinal to transverse cross--sections)sections)
In the deuteron, we shall investigate the accessibility In the deuteron, we shall investigate the accessibility 
of charge symmetry violating effects, again looking at of charge symmetry violating effects, again looking at 
subsub--leading correctionsleading corrections
For the future, we shall consider the possibility of a For the future, we shall consider the possibility of a 
similar study of PV asymmetries with spinsimilar study of PV asymmetries with spin--polarized polarized 
hadron targets, for which modern uncertainties are hadron targets, for which modern uncertainties are 
also large also large 



The PV AsymmetryThe PV Asymmetry



Lagrangian and Current CouplingsLagrangian and Current Couplings



Interference CrossInterference Cross--SectionSection



Structure Functions in the QPMStructure Functions in the QPM



Basic Form, Proton PV AsymmetryBasic Form, Proton PV Asymmetry
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Comparison of AComparison of APVPV with and without M/E Correctionwith and without M/E Correction







Observations on AObservations on APVPV
pp

Encouragingly, AEncouragingly, APVPV
pp appears sensitive to appears sensitive to 

the d/u PDF ratiothe d/u PDF ratio
The effect of RThe effect of Rγγ is importantis important
The effect of RThe effect of RγγZZ may be important may be important 
(although it seems reasonable to suspect (although it seems reasonable to suspect 
RRγγZZ ≈≈ RRγγ))



Charge Symmetry Violation in the Charge Symmetry Violation in the 
Deuteron AsymmetryDeuteron Asymmetry

The deuteron asymmetry retains the structure function form encountered
in the proton.

Our main project is to write APV
d in a CSV-sensitive way.





Deviation from Charge Symmetry Deviation from Charge Symmetry 
in a(x)in a(x)



CSV in the b(x) termCSV in the b(x) term





















Observations Concerning CSV and Observations Concerning CSV and 
AAPVPV

dd

CSV effects in ACSV effects in APVPV
dd produced through the produced through the 

parameterized fit are qualitatively similar to parameterized fit are qualitatively similar to 
the MRST QED Modelthe MRST QED Model
RRγγZZ »» or or «« RRγγ could confound the could confound the 
accessibility of CSV effects in the deuteronaccessibility of CSV effects in the deuteron



The Future: PV Asymmetries for The Future: PV Asymmetries for 
SpinSpin--Polarized Hadron TargetsPolarized Hadron Targets









ConclusionsConclusions

Assuming a reasonable control of Assuming a reasonable control of 
kinematical parameters and Rkinematical parameters and RγγZZ, extraction , extraction 
of quarks PDFs with good uncertainty of quarks PDFs with good uncertainty 
seems possible in Aseems possible in APVPV

pp

Similarly, measures of CSV in the Similarly, measures of CSV in the 
deuteron are encouragingdeuteron are encouraging
AAPVPV for spinfor spin--polarized nucleons remains a polarized nucleons remains a 
topic of interest, as modeltopic of interest, as model--dependent dependent 
calculations push a 25% uncertaintycalculations push a 25% uncertainty


